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“One’s wisdom and appreciation of beauty manifests through various forms of one’s culture. 
And the study of one’s cultural heritage leads to the appreciation of beauty and wisdom in life” 

~ Swami Dayananda. 
 

 
What is Purna Vidya?   
The Purna Vidya heritage class is a program 
that enables young minds to focus on, and 
explore topics revolving Hinduism, and 
universal values. With the guidance of 
Swami Dayananda Saraswati, the Purna 
Vidya heritage program was put together 
by Swamini Pramananda Saraswati, and Sri 
Dhira Chaitanya. This program was 
developed to teach kids of all ages religious 
cultural forms, meant to be taught in a 
classroom setting, and Swamini 
Pramananda Saraswati, and Sri Dhira 
Chaitanya also created a series of books, 
each revolving a different topic involved in 
the heritage program to be taught by 
teachers. Learning and understanding one's 
heritage, and culture is extremely important, 
so the Purna Vidya Heritage class began in 
January of 2012 at SVBF, and has been 
running ever since.  
 
The youth, and what is learned 
The Purna Vidya heritage class runs weekly 
on Sundays, from 11:00 am to 12:00 pm, at 
a Sringeri Vidya Bharati Foundation 
community room. This vibrant class is run 
by three devoted teachers: Mrs.Priya 
Venkat, Mrs.Geetha Shankara Subramanian, 
and Mrs.Neela Vaidyanathan. The 
dedicated students range from ages 4 to 
17, and there are three distinct groups that 
each student belongs to. In these separate 
groups, students learn different information 
at a pace that’s comfortable for them. 

The first group, led by Mrs. Neela 
Vaidyanathan, consists of younger students 
ages 4 to 8. These children learn simple 
slokas and chants, and get an 
understanding of puranic stories, and the 
Ramayana, an important epic in Hinduism. 
The second group, led by Mrs. Geetha 
Shankara Subramanian, is made up of kids 
ages 9 to 13. The students in this group 
learn more challenging slokas and spend 
time covering the Bhagavatha Puranas, and 
another significant epic in Hinduism, the 
Mahabharata. Our last group, led by Mrs. 
Priya Venkat, consists of senior students, 
ages 14 to 17, and this group learns about 
abstract ideas revolving Ishwara and the 
world around us. This group also spends 
time covering the 16-step pooja process, 
and universal principle values such as 
ahimsa (non-violence), shaucham 
(cleanliness), and respect. Collectively, the 
students chant slokas at the beginning of 
each class, and then break off into their 



individual groups. At the end, they come 
back and finish off the session with a few 
closing prayers, and an Aarthi.   
 
Plays, Performances, and Religious Events  
Learning is undoubtedly the biggest part of 
the Purna Vidya program, but it is equally 
as important that students understand 
what they’re learning and are able to spread 
their knowledge to others. What better way 
to do so than display what they’ve learned! 
Annually, the heritage class students put on 
quite a show for parents, spectators, and 
the SVBF community, through various 
meaningful plays, performances, sloka 
chantings, and singing. 
 
Some of the plays they’ve done in the past 
include a play on the 3 D’s (determination, 
dedication, and devotion), a play on the life 
and disciples of Adi Shankaracharya, and a 
Ramayana play! 

 
 
Students have also participated in several 
religious events at SVBF, such as Shankara 
Jayanthi, where they’ve chanted different 
slokas and prayers, and have performed 
bhajans under the leadership of Mrs.Uma 
Mayuranathan, a beloved bhajan teacher. 
The plays and performances serve as ways 
to share knowledge and learnings with 
others, and students have a great time 

participating in these out-of-classroom 
events!  
 
Social Events and Fun Memories!  
Learning is not the only thing that is a part 
of this class- what’s the fun in that? 
Students take part in various social events 
and celebrations all year round, that are 
educational and entertaining! Before the 
heritage class ends for a break during the 
summer and winter, the teachers organize 
an amazing celebration, where students 
participate in several entertaining games, 
craft making, and other activities. During 
the most recent celebration, the kids 
created original bookmarks with images of 
deities and religious 
symbols, followed by 
various fun activities. 
The day was ended by 
an intense game of 
jeopardy (a classic), 
featuring questions 
related to the Purna 
Vidya curriculum. 
 
On top of these fun celebrations, the 
students and teachers have also 
participated in fundraisers, workshops, and 
events, where they’ve even met exciting 
guests such as former Ontario Premier 
Kathleen Wynne! 



For example, the senior students and 
teachers have organized two successful 
book and bake sale fundraisers at SVBF in 
the past, on behalf of the Purna Vidya class.  

 
The senior students have also participated, 
and spoke in an online SVBF youth day 
workshop, and the entire class has taken 
part in workshops, and programs at SVBF. 
Students have gotten many wonderful 
opportunities being a part of the heritage 
class to get involved with the SVBF 
community, and have fun at the same time!  
 
Covid-19 and Learning 
Covid-19 has taken us all by surprise and 
has changed our way of life drastically, but 
it has not stopped the dedicated students 
from learning every week. The global 
pandemic has become a barrier for several 
daily activities, but the heritage classes still 
continue to run every Sunday- just digitally. 
Students partake in weekly online sessions 
from 11:00 am to 11:30 am, where they 
engage in several different activities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The session is started off by different prayer 
chantings each week, and then the students 
engage in a short storytime, where senior 
students read a story with an important 
value or moral.  After the storytime, 
students take a minute of silence, to pray 
for and reflect on current events, and to 
thank the brave healthcare workers that are 
risking their lives to ensure and provide us 
with safety and care. The session ends with 
a few closing prayers and some 
announcements from the teachers. After 
each class, worksheets are posted by the 
teachers relating to the Purna Vidya 
curriculum for students to complete over 
the week. The online sessions recently 
ended as students take a break for summer 
and it will start up again after summer 
vacation, and until the Covid-19 situation 
passes, they will continue to learn digitally, 
because the heritage class plays an 
important role in the lives of all the 
students.  
 
The Purna Vidya heritage class at SVBF 
educates kids about their beautiful culture, 
and inspires them to become better people. 
Through all the lessons, educational games, 
performances, and events, our students 
have learned a great deal about themselves, 
and their culture and heritage. This class 
has also helped 
form many 
lifelong 
friendships with 
peers, and Purna 
Vidya teaches 
students 
essential values 
and aids them in 
developing several positive qualities which 
they will use for the rest of their lives.  

   


